Narrative/Description: In April of each year the tables located on the Texas Common Application web site must be updated by an authorized user. At the same time SIS tables are updated to reflect any changes in programs, admission criteria, automatic decision tables, etc. After these updates are done, testing is conducted before moving information into production. Once the application appears on the production side, a student can now apply to the University via www.ApplyTexas.org.

Electronic Inputs: Updates to University of Texas server for the Texas common application.
Update SIS admissions tables
Update Texas Connection software

Manual/Paper Inputs: None

Key Decision Points (list all): Update calendars and major codes on Texas Common Application server

Related Policy(s): THECB rules and regulations

Interface to Other Systems: Texas Connection software and Texas Common Application server at UT Austin

Web Features: Links on SRSU web site to www.applytexas.org

Electronic Outputs: Data to be uploaded into SIS

Manual/Paper Outputs: Paper application can be printed if necessary

Customer(s): Prospective students, SRSU Staff

Regulatory Items: SB 150

Frequency/Volume: Annual and on going

Potential Break Points: Table data not matching

Automation: Full automation
Issues: Delay of day or more for application to travel through system.